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Abstract

We analyze language change over time in a
collaborative, goal-oriented instructional task,
where utility-maximizing participants form
conventions and increase their expertise. Prior
work studied such scenarios mostly in the
context of reference games, and consistently
found that language complexity is reduced
along multiple dimensions, such as utterance
length, as conventions are formed. In contrast,
we find that, given the ability to increase in-
struction utility, instructors increase language
complexity along these previously studied di-
mensions to better collaborate with increas-
ingly skilled instruction followers.

1 Introduction

Community language change in situated collabora-
tive task-oriented scenarios has been studied with
focus on reference games (Krauss and Weinheimer,
1964; Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Hawkins
et al., 2017, 2020a,b), where two participants co-
ordinate using language to select to a single item
from a set of available items. These studies found
that utility-maximizing participants trade surface-
form linguistic complexity with established norms,
as the familiarity and expertise of the interaction
partners increase. In practice, this emerges as a
reduction in utterance length and vocabulary size.

We study the generality of these observations by
analyzing language change in a collaborative in-
structional task, where instructors can specify mul-
tiple goals within a single instruction to increase
their utility. This option, not present in reference
games, creates competing incentives: increasing
utility by issuing more goals in a single instruction
versus decreasing language effort by utilizing es-
tablished norms (e.g., by shortening instructions).

We use the CEREALBAR game environment and
its accompanying dataset (Figure 1; Suhr et al.,

∗Equal contribution.

Decile 1: get the card in front

Decile 5: Collect the green square card in front of you.

Decile 10: turn around on the trail, go straight and get 2
green circles, continue straight on the trail to the right side

of the glacier and get 1 black triangle.

Leader view

Leader view

Follower view

Follower view

Figure 1: Leader instructions in CEREALBAR from
games played at the beginning (Decile 1), middle
(Decile 5), and end (Decile 10) of the community life.
The differences between the instructions illustrate the
linguistic change observed in the data. The instruction
from Decile 10 is paired with a snapshot from the game
as the follower begins to execute it. The leader (left)
and follower (right) are highlighted in the center-left of
the leader’s view of the game, and the top right shows
the follower’s first-person view of the environment.

2019). CEREALBAR is a two-player, collaborative
language game where players work together to col-
lect sets of matching cards. A leader plans which
cards to include in the next set, and writes instruc-
tions to a follower describing tasks to accomplish.
In contrast to reference games (Krauss and Wein-
heimer, 1964), the language in CEREALBAR is
primarily instructional rather than referential, and
the game allows players to complete a dynamic
number of tasks per instruction and game.

Similar to previous studies, we observe language
change over time along the same dimensions. But,
unlike in reference games, we observe utterance-
level linguistic complexity increases. Our study
illustrates that the formation of common ground
among interaction participants does not necessarily
reduce language complexity, and may even come
with an increase in complexity. Understanding
how humans use language to collaborate in set-
tings with flexible utility is key to building natural
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Mean Median Max

Interaction Score (# Card Sets) 8.8 10.0 19
# Instructions / Interaction 22.0 26.0 41
# Tokens / Instruction 14.4 13.0 55

Vocabulary Size 3,499
Total # Instructions 17,524

Table 1: Statistics of analyzed data.

language systems that effectively collaborate with
users over time. Our analysis code can be found at
github.com/lil-lab/CB-analysis.

2 Scenario and Data Overview

We use the CEREALBAR game and accompanying
dataset (Suhr et al., 2019) in our analysis. CERE-
ALBAR is a collaborative, two-player game, where
a leader and a follower collect matching sets of
cards by moving in an environment. The game is
turn-based, and each player has a limited number
of steps per turn. The leader both collects cards and
instructs the follower using natural language.1 The
follower executes leader instructions. The players’
abilities differ: the leader observes the complete
environment and plans sets to collect; the follower
only observes what is ahead, but has more steps per
turn. For each set made, players receive one point
and additional turns, allowing them to complete
more sets. Success requires the players to collab-
orate via natural language: the leader must write
informative instructions to the follower, and the
follower must efficiently follow these instructions.
Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the game.

The CEREALBAR dataset contains 1,202 human-
human game interactions collected over the course
of four months. Workers were randomly assigned
as leader or follower for each interaction. The col-
lection process created a Wizard-of-Oz setup: the
system user, as the leader, provides instructions and
acts in the world, and the human follower is a wiz-
ard, executing instructions to emulate the desired
system behavior. We only use interactions from the
training split for our analysis. We prune interac-
tions by inexperienced workers, as classified when
the data was collected, to focus on the impact of
experience.2 In total, we consider 795 interactions.
Table 1 provides basic statistics of the data we use.
Suhr et al. (2019) used these data to train models,
while we study how the language changes.

1All utterances are in English.
2Appendix B.1 describes this pruning process.
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Figure 2: Community size (left) and mean game score
(right) over deciles of community lifetime. On the left,
the bars show total active players and the curve shows
only the number of new players that joined per decile.
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Figure 3: Vocabulary and utterance length over deciles.

3 Data Analysis

To analyze trends over the data collection period,
we split the data chronologically into 10 deciles
of roughly equal size (79 or 80 interactions). An
average of 40 workers participated in each decile
(Figure 2, left). The community stabilized after
Decile 4, as worker recruitment slowed and the
community was split by expertise.3

Interaction goals are increasingly achieved over
time. Mean score per game increases from 3.8 to
12.3 (p < 0.0001) (Figure 2, right).4 Execution
efficiency and game expertise also improve.5 Our
focus is how leader language - the sole communi-
cation conduit - changes to enable these gains.

We design our analysis to be as similar as possi-
ble to existing work on reference games (Hawkins
et al., 2020a), which shows that certain language
aspects are simplified as community conventions
form. CEREALBAR allows for a different realiza-
tion of common ground development than previ-
ously studied reference games, and we observe
trends that are in contrast to this line of prior work.

Instruction Length and Vocabulary Mean6 in-
struction length increases from 11.9 to 14.1 tokens7

(p < 0.0001) over time, while vocabulary size in-
3Appendix B.2 provides decile details.
4We use a two-sided t test at α = 0.05 for all calculations

of significance when comparing means.
5Appendix C.1 details this improvement.
6All means over instructions are first computed within

each game, then across games. This weighs all games equally,
rather than upweighing longer, higher-scoring games.

7We use NLTK for tokenization, lowercase all tokens, and
use the autocorrect library for typo correction.

https://github.com/lil-lab/CB-analysis
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creases from 752 to 1,070 unique tokens (Figure 3).
This contrasts with reference games, where utter-
ance length and vocabulary size reduce (Clark and
Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Hawkins et al., 2017). Some
of the words added more specifically describe props
or movements. However, the overall trend is rela-
tively complex, and identifying clear patterns likely
requires a more targeted scenario design.

Syntactic Complexity We analyze syntactic
trends using parts-of-speech (POS) tags and de-
pendency trees.8 We do not observe a significant
difference in usage of closed- and open-class POS
tags, as seen in reference games (Hawkins et al.,
2017). We observe change in the relative use
of verbs, nouns, conjunctions, determiners, and
numerals.9 Notably, the proportion of conjunc-
tions of all tokens increases from 0.060 to 0.067
(p = 0.0026).10 The proportion of instructions that
contain a conjunction also increases from 0.0495
to 0.0707 (p = 0.0113). Qualitatively, this ac-
companies an increased use of ordered sentential
conjunctions, often to specify multiple tasks in a
single utterance (e.g., once you get that card, turn
around and go left and get the 1 green circle card).

We compute three measures of syntactic com-
plexity using dependency trees (Xu and Reitter,
2016): (a) maximum depth: the longest path from
root to a leaf; (b) maximum width: the maximum
out-degree of any node; and (c) average branching
factor: the average out-degree of non-leaf nodes.11

We normalize all measures to control for utterance
length. Figure 5 shows these statistics over time.
Maximum width and branching factor increased
from 0.941 to 0.987 (p = 0.0483) and from 0.934
to 1.00 (p = 0.0051), indicating increased descrip-
tiveness. Maximum depth did not significantly
change, indicating embedded clause use propor-
tional to length, as expected when increasingly
combining instructions with conjunctions.

We observe similar trends when measuring these
statistics when comparing low- and high-scoring
games (Figure 4). Higher scoring games had, on av-
erage, instructions with significantly higher width
and branching factor. In Decile 1, language in
games scoring 1 point and 16 points had an av-

8We use spaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) for POS
tagging and dependency parsing.

9Appendix C.2 provides details.
10We use a one-sided z test at α = 0.05 for calculations of

significance when comparing proportions.
11We further explain the syntactic measures and provide

example instructions for illustration in Appendix C.2.
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Figure 4: Average dependency branching factor (left)
and maximum width (right) over deciles split to games
that were above (blue) / below (orange) that decile’s
median game score.
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Figure 5: Average syntactic branching factor, maxi-
mum depth, and maximum width across deciles. We
also plot the mean utterance length for reference.

erage normalized branch factor of 0.915 and 1.02.
However, games in the lower 50% of scores showed
a higher increase in syntactic complexity over time.

Overall, our syntactic analysis shows an increase
in language complexity is required to describe more
tasks within a single instruction. We do not observe
a gradual drop of redundant modifiers and descrip-
tors (Hawkins et al., 2017). This may be because
potential referents do not pose as much ambigu-
ity as the abstract shapes often used in reference
games (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).

Changes in References We see no significant de-
velopment of niche idioms, in contrast to reference
games with abstract shapes (Hawkins et al., 2020a).
This is likely due to concreteness and familiarity of
the referents in CEREALBAR, allowing players to
rely on common background knowledge with little
ambiguity. We observe change in the relative fre-
quency of references to specific objects over time.
We consider seven object classes: building, road,
foliage, rock, ice, water, and light.12 The propor-
tion of instructions containing a reference to ice,
light, and buildings increase from 0.006 to 0.022
(p = 0.0006), from 0.015 to 0.027 (p = 0.0188),
and from 0.056 to 0.073 (p = 0.0436). The ra-
tios of other references are stable. Leaders likely
choose references to balance informativity and
effort. Foliage objects are common and require

12Appendix C.3 describes this classification process.
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Figure 6: The number of instructions and tokens re-
quired for a card event over deciles. Analysis considers
only instructions marked complete by the follower.

more effort to differentiate, while buildings and ice
clearly vary. Lights, though common, were often
referred to with other objects to clarify location.

Language Effort Leaders in CEREALBAR

mainly instruct followers to complete card events
to ultimately select valid card sets. We measure
language effort with respect to this objective as
the number of tokens and instructions per card
event (Figure 6). This notion of effort is similar to
utterance cost in speaker-listener pragmatic mod-
els (Goodman and Frank, 2016). The number of
instructions per card event decreases from 0.879 to
0.783 (p = 0.0102), indicating leaders effectively
pack more tasks into fewer instructions – often mul-
tiple card events into one instruction in later deciles
(Figure 1). This change correlates with structural
changes. For example, conjunctions are useful to
pack more tasks into single instructions; the corre-
lation across deciles between the proportion of in-
structions containing a conjunction and the number
of instructions per card event is r = −0.8243. The
high negative correlation indicates that the change
in conjunction use aligns with the increase in goals
(i.e., cards to select) packed per instruction. The
number of tokens per card event initially increases
from 9.9 to 11.8, then decreases to 10.7. This may
be because, initially, followers require more ver-
bose instructions and leaders experiment with the
level of description, but as conventions form, this
verbosity is less needed to understand instructions.

The reduction in the number of tokens per goal
later on corresponds to the reduction in utter-
ance length observed in reference games (Hawkins
et al., 2017), although it is manifested differently
as the overall surface-form is not simplified (i.e.,
via shorter utterances), unlike in reference games.
Given the opportunity to increase utility, leaders
choose to take advantage of followers’ increased
expertise and efficiency by using more complex
language to pack more goals into each instruction.

4 Discussion and Related Work

The CEREALBAR scenario is related to reference
games (Krauss and Weinheimer, 1964; Clark and
Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Hawkins et al., 2017; Monroe
et al., 2017; He et al., 2017; Udagawa and Aizawa,
2019; Haber et al., 2019), which require two play-
ers to agree on a single referent from a set via
dialogue. CEREALBAR differs in several ways. It
allows only unidirectional language communica-
tion, and utterances in CEREALBAR are instruc-
tions specifying desired follower behavior with any
number of tasks to complete (i.e., with flexible util-
ity), not a description of a single target referent.

These differences lead to different language dy-
namics. In reference games, Hawkins et al. (2020a)
observed the development of specialized reference
phrases for ambiguous shapes, which allows play-
ers to reduce their utterances’ length and syntactic
complexity. Given that CEREALBAR objects are
generally unambiguous and familiar, players do
not begin with overly verbose references, and have
less potential for reduction to more concise refer-
ences. In contrast, we observe increased instruction
length and complexity. Leaders issue an increas-
ing number of tasks to the follower per instruction,
utilizing the flexibility afforded by CEREALBAR’s
design. This less constrained scenario better re-
flects real-life collaborations, where participants
complete many tasks to achieve complex goals.

Our observations show the competing effects of
cost-minimization and utility-maximization. The
formation of common ground and expectations on
partners’ behavior enables leaders to use language
differently to convey more information-dense in-
structions to optimize game performance. This is
aligned with the expectation of better communica-
tion grounding between community members in
Clark and Marshall (1981), and with how ground-
ing in Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) manifests as
reduced complexity when utterance utility is fixed.
Because there are conflicting forces at work in CE-
REALBAR, common ground is realized differently.

The most related setup to CEREALBAR is the
Cards task (Djalali et al., 2012; Potts, 2012), where
two players collect a single set of cards. It uses
four static environments and studies dialogue, not
instructions. Djalali et al. (2011) showed Cards
players increase the interaction complexity by de-
veloping a rich common ground, including terms
for the fixed board locations. This is less likely
with the randomly generated CEREALBAR envi-
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ronments. Utterances in Cards also become shorter,
potentially due to the predefined number of goals.

Language complexity also increases in commu-
nities where users jointly build a natural-language-
like programming language (Wang et al., 2017;
Gavran et al., 2018). This scenario differs from
ours in lacking explicit collaboration on tasks, fo-
cusing on a learned programming language rather
than natural language, and training a single model,
differently from our many-listeners community.

The language dynamics observed in CEREAL-
BAR contrast with those previously observed in
reference games, providing evidence that gradual
formation of common ground among interaction
participants does not necessarily result in reduced
complexity of sentences, and may even result in
increased complexity. Our conclusions do not void
nor mutually exclude previous work, but illustrate
the complexity of language change over time in a
community. An important direction for future work
is controlled studies to observe the effects of sce-
nario design on the interaction between the devel-
opment of common ground and language change.
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A Reproducibility Checklist Details

All computation was done on a personal laptop.
The CEREALBAR data was acquired from https:
//github.com/lil-lab/cerealbar.

B Data Details

B.1 Selection of Interactions for Analysis
The data we use was not collected specifically for
this analysis, but during data collection for model
development by Suhr et al. (2019). We use 795 of
the 960 interactions in the original training split of
the data for our analysis, pruning the rest to avoid
games that include inexperienced players later in
the community’s life. This prevents the language
of novice workers from affecting our analysis after
the more experienced community had stabilized,
which would potentially suppress convention for-
mation trends observed in existing literature about
reference games (Hawkins et al., 2020a). During
the original data collection process, after 367 of the
960 total training interactions were collected, the
community was split into junior and senior workers.
Junior workers became senior upon gaining ade-
quate experience. A junior worker could request to
be moved to the senior pool after they had played at
least one game as a follower and at least one game
as a leader where they earned at least one point
with their partner, and they seemed to be following
the game rules. Workers who performed well be-
fore the split were included in the senior pool. We
do not consider games from the junior pool.

B.2 Decile Details
All deciles span a relatively short period of time
except the sixth decile, which includes a pause in
data collection (Table 2). The pause did not sig-
nificantly effect community membership or perfor-
mance. Figure 7 shows the number of instructions
per decile, distinguished by complete and incom-
plete instructions. Incomplete instructions occur at
the end of an interaction, when there is insufficient
time or turns to complete the instruction. Figure 8
shows mean interaction length in each decile. Fig-
ure 9 shows follower path lengths per instruction
across each decile.

C Additional Analysis Details

C.1 Interaction Performance
Several measures demonstrate an increase in player
expertise. We analyze interaction performance
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Figure 7: The number of instructions for each decile,
distinguished by whether they were marked as com-
plete by the follower.
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Figure 8: Mean interaction length, measured by the
number of instructions, in each decile. We include in-
complete instructions in these counts.

through how many moves are taken per each
instruction, the occurrence of de-selection card
events, and instruction queuing behavior. We find
that followers become better at following instruc-
tions and leaders at creating efficient plans.

Optimal Path Length Deviations We measure
how leaders utilize the larger number of steps per
turn available to followers through the length of
the shortest possible path corresponding to each in-
struction. We compute this shortest path using the
observed start and end positions of the human fol-
lower, ensuring that the path avoids obstacles and
completes card events completed by the original
follower. The mean length of the shortest path per
instruction increases over the community lifetime
from 6.66 to 7.97 moves (p < 0.0001). This cor-
responds to the increase we observe in the number
of goals described in each instruction, which likely
requires more steps.

Concurrently, we see improvements in follower
instruction execution, measured through the excess
moves taken by follower: the difference between
the number of moves the follower took and the
shortest possible path corresponding to each com-
pleted instruction. Over time, the number of excess
steps compared to the shortest paths decreased from
3.67 to 2.36 moves (p < 0.0001). Figure 10 visu-
alizes this increase in average optimal path length
per instruction and decrease in moves taken in ex-

https://github.com/lil-lab/cerealbar
https://github.com/lil-lab/cerealbar
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Decile Game IDs Lower Time Limit Upper Time Limit Time (Days)

1 1-79 2019-01-27 20:05:00 UTC 2019-02-02 15:39:00 UTC 5.815278
2 80-159 2019-02-02 15:39:00 UTC 2019-02-02 20:24:00 UTC 0.197917
3 160-238 2019-02-02 20:24:00 UTC 2019-02-03 00:25:00 UTC 0.167361
4 239-318 2019-02-03 00:25:00 UTC 2019-02-04 00:15:00 UTC 0.993055
5 319-397 2019-02-04 00:15:00 UTC 2019-02-04 03:09:00 UTC 0.120833
6 398-477 2019-02-04 03:09:00 UTC 2019-04-15 19:27:00 UTC 70.6375
7 478-556 2019-04-15 19:27:00 UTC 2019-04-15 23:44:00 UTC 0.178472
8 557-636 2019-04-15 23:44:00 UTC 2019-04-16 20:06:00 UTC 0.848611
9 637-715 2019-04-16 20:06:00 UTC 2019-04-16 22:50:00 UTC 0.113889
10 716-795 2019-04-16 22:50:00 UTC 2019-04-17 03:43:00 UTC 0.203472

Table 2: Time limits of the division into deciles. The last column is the total amount of time elapsed during a decile.
All lower time limits are inclusive. All upper time limits are exclusive, except the last one, which is inclusive.
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Figure 9: Mean length of observed follower paths
for complete instructions in each decile. We measure
length in the number of steps recorded per instruction.
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Figure 10: Excess follower moves and shortest possible
distance per leader instruction.

cess of this optimal path. The reduction in excess
moves is especially notable given the increase in
the moves required per instruction, indicating the
absolute decrease observed is due to an even higher
decrease in the probability of follower errors.

Card De-selections We also study the occur-
rence of card de-selections, which often reflect er-
ror correction. In ideal gameplay, no de-selection
events should be observed, as they require addi-
tional steps and only correct for a mistakenly se-
lected card not to be part of the current target set.
We observe that player errors decrease: the propor-
tion of card events (the selection or de-selection of
a single card) that are de-selections decreases from
7.86% to 4.52% (p = 0.0018). Figure 11 shows the
percentage of card events initiated by either player
that are de-selections.

Instruction Queuing The CEREALBAR setup al-
lows a leader to plan ahead by queuing multiple
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Figure 11: Proportion of all card events, initiated by
both followers and leaders, that were de-selections.
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Figure 12: Instruction-queuing behavior over time.

instructions to the follower at a time. For exam-
ple, to efficiently use all of the follower’s moves, a
leader may send two instructions: one which tells
them to complete the set, and another that tells
them to move towards a card which will make up
the next set. A larger queue indicates longer-term
leader planning. Alternatively, the leader could in-
clude the additional information in one instruction
without queuing more instructions. We analyze
this queuing behavior as a potential alternative ex-
planation: the leaders may improve how they relay
information with better planning, rather than chang-
ing the content of their instructions.

We measure the size of the queue at the be-
ginning and end of follower turns, and the max-
imum queue size reached during a game. Fig-
ure 12 shows queue statistics over time. Begin-turn
queue size directly measures how leaders plan via
queuing instructions, as no instructions are queued
during the follower’s turn. Begin-turn and maxi-
mum queue size did not change significantly over
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Figure 13: Ratio of language that is a specified part of
speech over time. Parts of speech of particular interest
are plotted with filled markers.

Dep = 0.83, Wid = 0.93, Bch = 0.83
turn to the left to see one yellow sqaure

Dep = 1.14, Wid = 1.03, Bch = 0.96
go forward one and to your left is orange

Dep = 1.58, Wid = 0.66, Bch = 0.65
take the green card with 3 symbols in front of you

Dep = 0.79, Wid = 1.26, Bch = 1.01
Head straight towards the blue plus card, but don’t pick it
up. Continue past it, on the left of it.

Figure 14: Selected instructions to illustrate the differ-
ent measures of complexity, namely: maximum depth
(dep), maximum width (wid), and average branching
factor (bch). All measures normalized for length.

time. This relative stability indicates that game play
improvements were not primarily due to leaders
planning ahead across separate instructions; rather,
they can be attributed more to the changes of lan-
guage within instructions. End-turn queue size
sampling indicates the efficiency of player collab-
oration. From the first to last decile, the average
end-turn queue size decreases from 0.694 to 0.592
instructions. This indicates that followers become
more efficient over time, completing more instruc-
tions per turn. This aligns with our analysis of
follower efficiency (Section C.1 and Figure 10).

C.2 Syntactic Complexity

Part-of-Speech Analysis To compute the ratio
of POS use, we treat each decile of community life
as a bag of words, dividing the total tag count of
each POS by the total token count in each decile.
In our analysis, we combine the spaCy tags 〈sconj〉
(subordinating conjunction) and 〈cconj〉 (coordinat-
ing conjunction) into one conjunction class, and the
tags nouns and proper nouns into one noun class.
Figure 13 shows the proportion of the nine most
common POS tags used in CEREALBAR instruc-
tions: verbs, determiners, prepositions, adjectives,
adverbs, conjunctions, numerals, auxiliary verbs,

Class Keywords

Road road, fork, path, intersect, trail, cross-
road, crosspath, walkway

Foliage palm, flower, tree, shrub, grass, pine,
bush, grove, plant, conif, field, foliag,
wasteland, forest, clearing, patch, lawn

Building tower, building, house, tent, barn, fort,
doghouse, hut, village, cabin, shack,
structure, shed, tower

Water lake, pond, water, sea, river, coast, is-
land, shore

Rock rock, cliff, boulder, mountain, hill, log,
stone

Ice glacier, ice, iceberg
Light post, lamp, pole, light

Table 3: Reference class keywords

and nouns.

Syntactic Complexity Analysis For each utter-
ance, we measure the branching factor, maximum
width, and maximum depth of its dependency parse.
Dependency tree depth indicates how many em-
bedded clauses the utterance has, whereas width-
related measures indicate how many modifiers are
stacked in one sub-tree. Intuitively, increased
width-related metrics indicate more descriptive ut-
terances, whereas increased depth indicates more
compounded phrases. Figure 14 provide examples
to illustrate these differences.

We normalize these measures by the utterance
length following Xu and Reitter (2016). Formally,
let Xn be the set of all utterances in our data with
a length of n tokens. The average of metric S (e.g.,
maximum width) across all utterances of length n
in our data is:

S(n) =
1

|Xn|
∑

x∈Xn

s(x) . (1)

For each utterance x with length n, we compute
the normalized measure for the utterance:

s′(x) =
s(x)

S(n)
. (2)

C.3 Reference Change
We divide environmental objects in the CerealBar
game into six classes: road, foliage, building, water,
rock, ice, and light class objects. We use regular
expressions to automate if an utterance refers to a
class of objects, defined by if it contains at least
one of the class keywords in Table 3.


